Effects of individual mutations in the P-450(C21) pseudogene on the P-450(C21) activity and their distribution in the patient genomes of congenital steroid 21-hydroxylase deficiency.
Recent observations have suggested that the pathological mutations in human P-450(C21) deficiency are generated through gene conversion-like events between the functional gene [P-450(21)B] and the pseudogene [P-450(C21)A]. To address this point more extensively, we investigated the effects of the base changes in the A pseudogene on the P-450(21) activity by using the COS cell expression system. In addition to the defective mutations found previously in the pseudogene, four single base changes with amino acid substitutions of Pro(30), Ile(172), Val(282), or Arg(356) were further identified as causing complete [Arg(356)] or partial [Pro(30), Ile(172), and Val(282)] inactivation of P-450(C21). Blot hybridization analysis of patient DNAs using oligonucleotide probes specific for these mutations revealed that the splicing mutation in the 2nd intron was distributed most frequently in both simple-virilizing and salt-wasting forms. The mutation Ile(172) seemed to be frequent in patients with the less severe simple-virilizing form, whereas the mutation Arg(356), together with other most serious mutations reported previously, was preferentially associated with salt-wasting, the most severe form of the disease. In combination with the present results of the effects of various mutations on the P-50(C21) activity, a survey of the distribution of the various mutations in the patient genomes so far reported suggests that the heterogeneous clinical symptoms of this genetic disease are somehow related to the degree of attenuation of the activities of the mutated gene products.